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25 CENTS

Tucson. Free to Arizona residents, 20 cents
each to out-of-state purchasers.
• • •
BOOK BRIEFS . . .

GUIDE TELLS HOW TO
KNOW AND COLLECT ROCKS
If you are a rockhound with no academic
knowledge of rocks, or a gem cutter with
little acquired information on gems, you
should possess MINERALS, Their Identification, Uses and How to Collect Them,
by Herbert Zim and Elizabeth Cooper.
Many of the books on gems and other minerals are too difficult for the average reader; they must be studied instead of read
tor enjoyment. But MINERALS is different. It is profusely illustrated with crude
but impressionistic drawings. It gives the
most important mineral localities in every
state and lists the names of most of the
mineral societies everywhere. It tells the
uses of minerals and how some of them are
processed into metals. The book coordinates geology, gemology, mineralogy and
metallurgy into an easy primary education.
It tells how to become a collector, how to
house a collection and how to identify
specimens.
The book is a "must" for beginners and
all amateurs who do not have the advantage of a mineral society membership. If
a friend newly acquiring an interest in
gems and minerals were to request the
loan of one of my many books on the
subject, MINERALS is the one that I
would thrust upon him with a reasonable
assurance that he would read it through
and understand what he had read. It is
also a worthy addition to a good mineral
library because of the mineral locations and
society addresses it gives and for much
useful information not given in other books
on gems and minerals. Here is a fine item
to lay away for Christmas for what rockhound friend or member of the family.
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York. 368
pages, 80 illustrations. $3.00.
—LELANDE QUICK

DEBT TO MARY AUSTIN
TOLD IN MEMORIAL BOOK
To acknowledge formally the debt
which the Southwest always will owe Mary
Hunter Austin, a representative group of
her friends and associates have put into
words their estimate of the many-faceted
woman of genius who upon her death
eleven years ago left a rich heritage to the
land of her adoption. The memorial is in
form of a symposium edited by Willard
Hougland and published last year by
Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Hougland prefaces the 15 testimonials

with, "The good Mary Austin accomplished in the matter of the arts and crafts
of these two cultures (Spanish-American
and Indian), shows itself with greater
clarity as each year passes. And still she
had time to write two of what I believe to
be her greatest books: One Smoke Stories
and Land of Journey's Ending, in addition
to her outstanding autobiography, Earth
Horizon."
Among those who have contributed to
the 63-page booklet are Houghton Mifflin company, her publishers for nearly a third
of a century; such literary critics as Henry
Seidel Canby, Carl Van Doren, Dudley
Wynn and T. M. Pearce; personal acquaintances like Jane Baumann, Mabel Dodge
Luhan, Erna Fergusson, Elizabeth Willis
DeHuff, Ina Sizer Cassidy and Edgar L.
Hewett.
Besides the various personal, literary and
sociological estimates of Mary Austin,
there is an account of her contributions to
the Indian Arts Fund of Santa Fe, followed
by a checklist of her books.
• • •
MINING BUREAU REPRINTS FIELD
TESTS OF COMMON METALS
Used by miners throughout the world
since its first publication in 1917, University of Arizona's bulletin on common field
tests for minerals now has been issued in
the second reprint of its eighth edition. It
has been reprinted in the past by Queensland Government Mining Journal of Brisbane, Australia, the engineer's reference
handbook Fax and in part by other publications. It also is used as a text in some
high schools throughout the country, and
in vocational education.
Written in simple and nontechnical
language, the bulletin is intended for the
prospector and miner in the field and
describes tests for 32 minerals and other
substances. It first was published under
the title Select Blowpipe and Acid Tests
for Minerals. Now entitled FIELD TESTS
FOR THE COMMON METALS, it has
been written in all of its editions by George
R. Fansett, mining engineer of Arizona
Bureau of Mines. Fansett has worked in
mining for 40 years, 30 of them as field
mining engineer s.mong Arizona prospectors and miners fcr the state bureau.
Many of the field tests described by
Fansett can be made with the usual equipment and acids and dry reagents such as
borax and baking soda which the prospector stows in his fisld pack.
Press Bureau, University of Arizona,

E. A. Burbank, who lived among the
Indians many years, from Oklahoma to
Navajo, Hopi and Zuni land of the Southwest, with the California tribes and the.
Sioux, Crows, Nez Perces and Utes, came
to understand them as few artists have.
Of him Charles F. Lummis said he was
"easily master of Indian faces." His story
is told by Dr. Ernest Royce in Burbank
Among the Indians, published by Caxton
Printers.
•
•
•
Life of thirteenth century inhabitants of
Mesa Verde cliff ruins, Colorado, has been
dramatized by Christopher La Farge in a
"play in verse" published by New Directions. It was written for the Metropolitan
Opera company as libretto for an opera.
•
•
•
Stories of cowboy songs and how they
are sung, tales of the old cattle trails and
the roundups, and anecdotes as told by the
late Jack Thorp to Neil McCullough Clark,
fill Pardner of the Wind with the flavor
of the Southwest. Thorp is described by
one who knew him, as "one of the rare cowboys who had a Long Island background
and lots of academic education. A man who
left what he apparently considered the
'effete east' to find fun and fortune first
in Old and then in New Mexico." Book
is beautifully printed and bound by Caxton
Printers.
•
•
•
Frances Crane, whose Turquoise Shop
was reviewed on this page March 1942, has
written another novel with New Mexico
setting—Amethyst Spectacles. It deals with
the charm of the Taos colony, the beauty
of the surrounding mountains.
•
•
•
Oliver LaFarge, most popularly known
for his The Enemy Gods and the Pulitzer
Prize winning Laughing Boy, has just written his autobiography Raw Material, which
as those who know his work might have
suspected deals more with the author's
psychology than with events of his life. He
was an anthropology student at Harvard,
pursued his field work in Arizona, New
Mexico and Guatemala, has written widely
—from scientific papers to short stories,
has been official and unofficial representative of the Southwest Indians. His latest
book was published by Houghton Mifflin.
•
•
•
Harvey Fergusson's Home in the West.
published by Duell, Sloan and Pearce, is
this New Mexico author's ninth book. It
is autobiographical in vein, a search into
the world which produced him, and ending
with his twenty-first year. And since his
forebears for generations were New Mexicans there is much of old Southwestern
culture in his anecdotes and memoirs.
THE
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• Silhouetted on this month's cover are
five members of the Norman Nevills expedition down the San Juan river to Lee's
Ferry on the Colorado which Randall
Henderson writes about this month. Left
to right they are: Patricia Bailey, Alfred
M. Bailey, Father Harold Baxter Liebler,
Don Bondurant ?nd Fr?nk Cooke. Photo
taken at the junction of Forbidden and
Bridge canyons — on the "Rainbow
Trail."
• City people have seen so many strange
sights on the desert, they are becoming
immune to them. But John Hilton can
tell them a new one. Down in Coachella
Valley they might happen on such a scene
as this: A white haired woman with a
broom, busily sweening away at the base
of a sand dune! The answer isn't what
one might think, for she's the Desert
Shell Lady—Mrs. Gertrude Favier, collecting tiny ancient shells which she uses
to make delicate jewelry and dainty corsages. You'll meet her in DESERT at an
early date.
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• After conducting a tour of Bird Island
:n Great Salt Lake, Utah, in this issue,
Charles Kelly next will take DESERT
readers on an exploring trip through
New Mexico and Arizona with the Caprain Lorenzo Sitgreaves party down the
Zuni and Little Colorado rivers. The year
is 1851 and the scout is Antoine Leroux,
one of that company of guides, Indian
fighters and mountain men about whom
legends have grown for almost a century.
Far less is known of Leroux than of Kit
Carson (for he never kept a journal),
but Kelly has recorded most of what he
has been able to discover from various
sources.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By J U N E LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
The catsclaw ladies look charming today,
Each wearing her holiday gown;
I can't see the reason for dressing so gay,
Unless they are going to town.
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By DAMA LANGLEY
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« In the next issue Jerry Laudermilk
will explain the fine art of eating cactus
fruit (tunas). It was in Arizona that
Jerry acquired his cactus lore, and he has
developed some of it himself through
experimentation. After reading his story,
you'll know how to avoid all the things a
tenderfoot usually blunders into. And
after reading Jerry's recipes for preparing such dishes as Miel de Tuna, Melcoch<t and Queso de Tuna, you won't worry
vour ration board for sugar anymore.
You'll start looking for someone who
knows someone who has some prickly
pear cactus—so you can make some "cactus honey" too.
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%<d 1/04* See
tlte 2>ede>U?
By EVANGELINE TAPPAN

Bicknell, Utah
Did you see the desert after the rain
When a purple mist just kissed the plain;
And the mountains distant, mysterious, blue,
Seemed to court the desert too?
Did you see blue pools like jewels laid
In the rocky cups that the sandstone made,
And the fleet wild horses that came to drink
From the cup's cold water at the trampled brink ?
Did you see the desert on the first spring day
When a little lizard darted away;
And green flies buzzed round the horses' ears,
Sheep herds waiting for the snip of shears,
The
The
The
And

"When the purple mist just kissed the plain." Photo by Wilton Carried.

earth deeply dreaming in fathomless sleep,
sky its infinite secrets keep,
stars like diamonds on velvet blue;
in all the vastness there was only you ?
•
•
•

DESERT GHOSTS
By MURRAY SKINNER

THE DESERT
By MARGARET GRAHME COLLINS

Carlsbad, California
There have been those who feared death at the
last,
Feared the relentless cold and lonely tomb,
Shuddered to think how the unfriendly womb
Of earth would prison them and hold them fast.
I do not fear the narrow brown-walled room.
Let sage spring from my flesh and let me be
Food for mesquite and twisted Joshua tree;
Let my blood flower in scarlet cactus bloom.
Here in these serried hills my fathers lie.
Here are the pioneers—the brave, the bold.
Deep in the furrowed plains and on the high
Lone ridges rest the wagon trains of old.
In this rich earth, bury me with my clan:
Trapper, scout, frontiersman, cattleman.

FLOWERS OF THE DESERT
By VIOLET PEEL RUSSELL

Bakersfield, California
There are those who sing of roses,
Of violets and dew,
But I sing of the desert blooms
That flaunt their beauty too.
Of cacti, strong and sturdy,
Wax-white yucca bells,
Manzanita, desert holly
And Joshua sentinels.

RELEASE
By JAMES LANE DOYLE

Los Angeles, California
To those torn by war's havoc,
Sad hearts that find no peace—
To souls earthbound in slavery,
Whose sorrows never cease—
The desert's magic silence
Breathes freedom and release.

A S RIDES THE DESERT WIND
By LOUISE IVIE

Pasadena, California
Lives that pulse with strange broodings—
Only they, can know
The heart of the purple desert
When the wind rides low.
And those who strain for loved voices—
Only they, hear a cry
From the lips of a thirsting desert
When the wind rides high.
•
•
•

PALO VERDE
By DORA SESSIONS LEE

Prescott, Arizona
When I reach that plane called Heaven
I shall beg a little room
That overlooks an liden
Where the palo verdes bloom.
I shall not bemoan my passing
Earthly joys will leave me cold
If I find the streets of Heaven
Bright with palo \erde gold.
•
•
•

WHITE HOLLY
By H E L E N L. VOGEL

Meccn, California
Where now, oh where does white holly grow—
Where the snow birds nest and the cold winds
blow?
Oh, no. It blooms where the sand sweeps wild,
Where coyotes and quail are the desert's child,
Where hills rear high up to craggy peaks
And the trails are faint to the gold man seeks.
It nestles close to the shell strewn sand
Which once was the palm of the ocean's hand.
White leaves are blendings of flame of dawn
And the purpling night when day is gone,
A blush of green and each earthborn tone.

DESERT MORNING
By Stf. Sgt. MARCUS Z. LYTLE

Montrose, California
The lava mounds are black against the dawn,
And ocotillos stand as sharp as glass;
The yellow glory of the cottonwoods is stilled
In the first sunshine coming through the pass.
After a windy night, the desert air is hushed
And cold, its shadows deep and grim;
But clouds and sand of last night's storm are
spent;
A calm new day is at the canyon rim.

Its white is as life—part unseen, part known.
• • •

DESERT CHARACTER
By THEI.MA WHITTIER

Valmora, New Mexico
Dignity has the desert in its drab and tattered
gown
Peace has its face under a thorny crown
Quiet has its voice the whole year 'round
Laughter has its sunshine which heali without
sound.

Los Angeles, California
Across the sands the restless whirlwinds dance—
Tall yellow ghosts, like memories of the men
Who sought adventure, gambling on a chance,
And died, forgotten, save by some lone pen.
Whirling at freakish fancy of the wind,
Feet in spined cacti, heads among the clouds,
They stalk majestically, till whipped and thinned,
They fall apart, like disinterment shrouds.
No trumpeting of wind proclaims their birth,
Though trumpets blared the start of journey
made
By men whose ghosts they shaped from desert
earth . . .
But like the trappings such brave men displayed
The trail is marked by debris, crushed and rolled.
Though the men who ventured left their's traced
in gold.
•
•
•

AT PEACE
By DONALD G. INGALLS

Los Angeles, California
To stand at the foot of a weathered slope,
In the warmth of a desert day,
And watch the shimmering pulse of heat,
That o'er my Kingdoms play.
To trace the flight of a busy bird,
Or of a lazy, guardian, cloud.
To wonder at the huddled mesquite
That about the washes crowd.
Here I may meditate in peace,
Here is my soul at rest.
As I wander slowly onward,
Through the land I love the best.
•
•
•

FIERY FINGERS
By EDNA SMITH D E R A N

Los Angeles, California
Drouth now tarries overlong
And summer heat makes known its might.
The tapestry of spring time fades,
As nature feels the touch of blight.
Death hovers here upon the land
And verdure halts, irresolute.
The parching pastures yawn wide-mouthed,
The voice of lisping creeks grows mute.
We weary of the sky's blue arch,
And yet a poet's eager eye
Finds beauty in the staying drouth,
A poem poised in cloud-free sky.
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